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INTRODUCTION
In this note we consider graded Gorenstein quotients of R s
w x  .k X , X , . . . , X of codimension r. If s s r, we let PGor H be the space1 2 s
parametrizing all graded Gorenstein R-algebras RrI with Hilbert function
  .  . .H H i s dim RrI , with a scheme structure induced by the vanishingi
w x w xof the relevant catalecticant minors, as explained in 17 or 7 . If s ) r we
 .define PGor H similarly and endow it with an apparently different
 .scheme structure Remark 1.6 . The main theorems of this note are
 .concerned with PGor H for s s r s 3 in which case we prove that
 .PGor H is a smooth irreducible scheme and we compute its dimension. For
w xs ) r s 3 a corresponding theorem is proved in 23 . As a corollary we
prove a conjecture of Geramita, Pucci, and Shin on the Hilbert function of
2  .RrI . If s s r ) 3, we find conditions for PGor H to be smooth and we
prove a useful linkage result for computing its dimension. We also prove
 .some results on the codimension of PGor H embedded in some natural
strata of the punctual Hilbert scheme. In particular if s s r s 3, we
 .  .compute the dimension of ZGor H of all not necessarily graded Goren-
ww xxstein quotients of k X , X , . . . , X with symmetric Hilbert function H1 2 s
at a graded quotient R ª A, leading to a criterion for A to be non-aligna-
 w x.ble cf. 9, 13, 14 . Our method of proof applies the theorem of Iarrobino
w x  .and Kanev 17 where they determine the tangent space of PGor H .
w x  .  .In 7 Diesel shows that PGor H is irreducible s s r s 3 and she
w xcomputes its dimension in important cases. Iarrobino and Kanev 17
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 .improve upon her dimension results also in the case s s r ) 3 , but they
 .are still not able to find dim PGor H in every case of codimension 3 even
though they establish a nice description of the tangent space TP G or , A
  2 . .equal to the dual of IrI , e the socle degree and they have a nicee
2 minimal resolution of I found by Boffi and Sanchez and independently
.by Kustin and Ulrich at their disposal. One main obstruction in their
 .treatise is that they have not been able to prove dim PGor H s
dim T in general, a statement which essentially is equivalent to theP G or , A
 .generic smoothness of PGor H . Even though Iarrobino and Kanev are
able to prove the generic smoothness in many of the codimension 3 cases
w xwhich they consider, and Geramita, Pucci, and Shin 10 prove the smooth-
 .ness of PGor H in most of these cases more generally, the questions
 .about the dimension and the smoothness of PGor H are still left open
for many Hilbert functions. In this note we reprove and extend substan-
tially several of the mentioned results by simple arguments. Our proofs are
w xbased on a variation of the ideas of 23 where we among other things
w xcomputed dim T using that I is syzygetic 32 , and results of LebeltP G or , A
w xand Weyman 34 . We could equivalently have used the Boffi]
Sanchez]Kustin]Ulrich resolution of I 2 to make these computations.
w x  .Moreover to adapt the ideas of 23 to PGor H we replace the Hilbert
 sy1.  .scheme Hilb P by the representing object GradAlg H of the corre-
sponding graded deformation functor and then we prove the openness of
 .  .  .PGor H in GradAlg H . This allows us to get the smoothness of PGor H
by considering the algebra cohomology groups involved. We then easily get
 . w xthe dimension of PGor H by the arguments of 23 , a dimension formula
which looks somewhat different from those obtained by Diesel and Iar-
robino and Kanev.
We thank Professor Rosa M. Miro-Roig. Without the results of our
w xcommon work 23 it would have been impossible to write this note.
Moreover I heartily thank Professor Olav A. Laudal for interesting discus-
sions, and Professor A. Iarrobino for relevant question and comments,
which made me understand the punctual Hilbert scheme better, and for
w xpointing out the work of Professor G. Valla and Professor A. Conca 6 in
which they prove a result overlapping Proposition 2.5 of this note. Our
works are independent.
Notations and Terminology. k is an algebraically closed field of charac-
w xteristic / 2, R s k X , X , . . . , X is the polynomial ring in s variable,1 2 s
c ww xx  .  .   .  ..and R s k X , X , . . . , X . Let H y s H y resp. g y s g y1 2 s A I
be the Hilbert function of the graded algebra A s RrI defined by
 .  .   .H ¨ s h s dim RrI resp. the ``postulation'' function g ¨ s¨ ¨ 1
 . .  .  .dim I . The corresponding Hilbert polynomial p is given by p ¨ s H ¨¨
for ¨ 4 0, so p is identically zero if RrI is a graded Artin k-algebra. Let
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p sy1.  n c..Hilb P resp. Hilb R be the usual Hilbert scheme parametrizing
sy1 subschemes of P with Hilbert polynomial p resp. ideals of definition
c  ..of R of colength n s SH ¨ . These schemes are the representing
objects of their corresponding deformation functors, defined by deforming
 w x n c.. i .the objects involved flatly cf. 4 for Hilb R . We denote by H R, A, A
w xthe ith algebra cohomology 1 . For i s 1, 2 they are the homology of the
1 .  .cotangent complex. In particular H R, A, A ( Hom I, A . If A is aR
graded R-algebra, the algebra cohomology are graded R-modules;
i . i .H R, A, A ( [ H R, A, A , and the graded deformation functor of¨
1 .  2 .. R ª A has H R, A, A resp. H R, A, A as its tangent space resp.0 0
. w xobstruction space 19 . If R ª A is a graded Gorenstein quotient of
w xcodimension 3 we have a fundamental selfdual exact sequence 5 ;
t t
0 ª R ye y s ª R yn ª R yn ª R ª A ª 0, 1 .  .  .  .[ [2 i 1 i
is1 is1
 4and we can suppose the ``graded Betti numbers'' n satisfy n G nji 21 22
G ??? G n and n F n F ??? F n in which case we have e q s s n2 t 11 12 1 t 1 i
qn for any i. In the Artin case, e is called the socle degree and we allow2 i
 .the writing of H as the vector h , h , . . . , h because h s 0 for ¨ ) e.A 0 1 e ¨
Note the symmetry h s h for any i. Moreover we use the conventioni eyi
b q n s 0 for b - 0 throughout this note and we let /n
n y n q ¨ q s y 12 j 1 id ¨ s d I , ¨ s .  . s  / s y 11Fi-jFt
n y n q ¨ q s y 11 i 2 jy . 2 . / /s y 1
 .  .1. THE SMOOTHNESS OF PGor H AND ZGor H
On the category of noetherian k-schemes, we consider the functor i.e.,
.  .the sheaf GRADALG y given byH
GRADALG Spec S . .H
<s R ¸ A A is graded over R , S-flat and S S S S
;s g Spec S ; H s H , depth A G min 1, dim A , .  . 4A m s ss
 .where R s R m S, ¸ means surjective, A s A m k s is the ``fiber''S k s S S
 .  .  .  .of Spec A ª Spec S at s g Spec S and m s [ A .S N G1 s ¨
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 .THEOREM 1.1. The functor GRADALG y is representable by someH
k-scheme of finite type, i.e.,
GRADALG y ( Mor y, GradAlg H . .  . .H
Proof. We only sketch the proof since the theorem follows from other
known results. The main ingredient involved is the flattening stratification
w x of Mumford 29, Lect. 8 . Indeed if the Hilbert polynomial p / 0 resp.
. p sy1.  n c..p s 0 , we consider the Hilbert scheme Hilb P resp. Hilb R in
 .which GRADALG y is represented by the stratum given by the HilbertH
function H. More precisely, in the case p / 0, the subscheme of
p sy1.Hilb P obtained by representing the Hilbert functor of constant
w xpostulation, cf. 28, pp. 117]120 for details and existence which easily
 .generalize to our case, is exactly GradAlg H . In the case p s 0 one may
w xconsult 4, Sect. III where the stratification by the Hilbert function is
explained. Indeed if Rc s Rc m S ª A is the restriction of the universalS k S
n c.  .quotient of Hilb R to an arbitrary noetherian subscheme Spec S of
n c.  . n c.Hilb R , then there is a subscheme Z H : Hilb R defined by re-
 .quiring gr A to be S-flat with Hilbert function H at each ``fiber'' A ,S s
 .   .s g Spec S cf. details later in this section for the definition of gr A andS
 ..the local deformation functor of Z H . Moreover, defining the sub-
 .  .  .scheme GradAlg H of the stratum Z H by requiring gr A m A toS R SS
be S-flat of rank n in each fiber, and noting that the process of picking
flattening substrata leads to the representability of the corresponding
w xsubfunctor 28, VI, Proposition 1.1 , we get the theorem.
 .Remark 1.2. i We have in this note not found it convenient to give
 .the scheme GradAlg H its reduced scheme structure as Iarrobino and
w x w xKanev 17 and Diesel 7 do.
 .  . ii Note that the prorepresentability of GRADALG y which isH
the part of Theorem 1.1 we mainly need to prove the smoothness of
 . . w xPGor H in Theorem 1.4 is well known, cf. 31 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.3. PGor H , i.e., its underlying algebraic set, is an open
 .subset of GradAlg H .
 .Proof. It is a known fact that if we take a graded flat deformation
 .R ª A of R ª A to a local k-algebra S essentially of finite type withS S
residue field k, e.g., S s O , then we can deform theG r ad Al g H ., R ª A.
minimal resolution of A over R to a minimal resolution of A over RS S
without changing the graded Betti numbers. The representability of
 .  .GRADALG allows us to replace Spec S by some open subset Spec S9H
 .  .  .where S9 is a k-algebra of finite type of GradAlg H containing R ª A .
 .Hence for each s9 g Spec S9 , we get a resolution over R of the fiber As9
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w xof A which is not necessarily a minimal resolution, cf. 21, Sect. 3 whereS9
this argument is used several times, or the treatise of Martin-Deschamps
w xand Perrin 28, p. 140 . Now letting R ª A be a graded Gorenstein
quotient, there exists a minimal resolution of the form
0 ª F s R ye y s ª F ª ??? ª F ª R ª A ª 0, .ry1 ry2 0
where r is the codimension. If R ª A is a deformation of R ª A asS S
 . above, we get, for each closed point of Spec S9 , a not necessarily
.minimal R-resolution of the corresponding fiber of A consisting of theS
same free modules F as above. If the resolution is not minimal, we cani
make it minimal by ``removing'' redundant factors, i.e., common free
 .factors R yp appearing in F and F for some j. But we can obviouslyj jy1
 .not remove F s R ye y s , for instance because this would change thery1
 .codimension. Hence any closed point of Spec S9 has a minimal free
resolution over R whose module F has rank one, i.e., it corresponds tory1
 .  .a Gorenstein quotient. We get Spec S9 : PGor H , and we are done.
Now we come to a main theorem of this note which deals with the case
 .s s r where PGor H is endowed with its catalecticant structure. Recall-
 . w xing that the tangent spaces of the schemes PGor H 17, Theorem 2.5
 . w x  .and GradAlg H 19, Theorem 1.5 both are isomorphic to Hom I, A ,0 R
and that the obstruction space of the latter is the zero-graded piece of
2 . w xH R, A, A 19 , we get
w xTHEOREM 1.4. Let R s k X , X , . . . , X ª A s RrI be a graded1 2 s
Gorenstein Artin quotient with Hilbert function H. Then the dimension of
 .  .PGor H at R ª A is bounded by
dim Hom I , A y dim H 2 R , A , A F dim PGor H .  .  .0 R 0 R ª A.
F dim Hom I , A .0 R
 .  .and PGor H is smooth at R ª A if and only if the inequality to the right is
 .  .an equality. Moreo¨er the scheme PGor H is smooth at R ª A if and
 .  .  .only if GradAlg H is smooth at R ª A . In particular PGor H is smooth
 . 2 .at R ª A pro¨ided H R, A, A s 0.0
 .Proof. By Proposition 1.3 we have dim PGor H s R ª A .
 . w xdim GradAlg H . Hence, combining the results of 19 about theR ª A.
 .tangent and obstruction space of GradAlg H with the description of
w xLaudal of hulls 25, Theorem 4.2.4 and Remark 4.2.5; 19, Theorem 2.2 , we
 .  .get precisely the inequalities above and ``GradAlg H is smooth at R ª A
 .  .if and only if dim GradAlg H s dim Hom I, A .'' The quotedR ª A. 0 R
 .statement holds similarly for PGor H by Iarrobino and Kanev's charac-
 .terization of the tangent space of PGor H . We conclude easily.
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COROLLARY 1.5. Let H be the Hilbert function of a graded Gorenstein
w x  .Artin quotient of R s k X , X , X . Then PGor H is a smooth irreducible1 2 3
scheme.
w xProof. The irreducibility is Diesel's result 7 , and the smoothness
2 .follows from Theorem 1.4 because it is known that H R, A, A vanishes0
w x11, Corollary 1.13; 23, Proposition 2.2 .
Remark 1.6. In the case H is the Hilbert function of a graded Goren-
w xstein codimension r quotient of R s k X , X , . . . , X with s ) r, it is1 2 s
 .natural to endow PGor H with a scheme structure inherited from
 .  p sy1.GradAlg H or directly from Hilb P provided s ) r q 1 because, if
w x  .s ) r q 1, one may see by 8 that the part of GradAlg H which
parametrizes arithmetically Cohen]Macaulay schemes is an open sub-
p sy1.  . p sy1..scheme in Hilb P ; PGor H is therefore also open in Hilb P .
With this definition Theorem 1.4 holds without the Artin claim on A. In
particular if s ) r s 3 one may use the above arguments to prove that
 .PGor H is a smooth irreducible scheme, a statement which essentially is
w xcontained in 23 .
2 .Since H R, A, A is not always vanishing in the codimension r ) 30
case, we remark the useful fact that one may prove the smoothness and
 .compute the dimension of PGor H by making appropriate linkages.
2 .Indeed the group H R, A, A is known to be invariant under geometric0
w x  wlinkage of Cohen]Macaulay algebras by, e.g., 20, Theorem 4.2 cf. 12,
x .Corollary 4.8 for even linkage of Gorenstein Artin quotients , results
2 .which allow us to compute H R, A, A and the lower bound of Theorem0
 . i .1.4 also when s ) r if we can link to cases where we can find H R, A, A0
w xfor i s 1, 2. Generalizing some results of 20 , we can prove more:
w x  .PROPOSITION 1.7. Let R s k X , X , . . . , X ª B ª A s BrI A be1 2 s
 .surjections of graded algebras and suppose J s ker R ª B is generated by a
 .homogeneous R-regular sequence and A is Cohen]Macaulay. If A9 s BrI A9
 .  .  .is defined by I A9 s Hom A, B and A s RrI resp. A9 s RrI9 hasB
 .Hilbert function H resp. H9 , then
dim GradAlg H q dim Hom J , I A .  . .R ª A. 0 R
s dim GradAlg H9 q dim Hom J , I A9 .  . .R ª A9. 0 R
and
dim Hom I , A q dim Hom J , I A .  . .0 R 0 R
s dim Hom I9, A9 q dim Hom J , I A9 . .  . .0 R 0 R
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 .  .  .Moreo¨er GradAlg H is smooth at R ª A if and only if GradAlg H9 is
 .smooth at R ª A9 .
Observe that JrJ 2 is a free B-module in Proposition 1.7, a fact which
 .  2 .makes it easy to find the dimension of Hom J, N ( Hom JrJ , N0 R 0 B
 .  .for N s I A and I A9 .
Proof. Let C be the category of local Artin k-algebras with residue
field k and let Def be the local deformation functor, defined on C byB ª A
deforming R ª B ª A flatly as a graded object using trivial deformations
.of R as in the definition of GRADALG . The main important observa-H
tion for proving Proposition 1.7 is the isomorphism
Def ( DefB ª A B ª A9
w xwhich follows from 20, Theorem 2.8 and Remark 2.10 . Denoting the
1 . 1 .corresponding isomorphism of tangent spaces by A B, A ( A B, A9 ,
 2 . .and using that B is a complete intersection i.e., H R, B, y s 0 , we
w  .  .xget, in the manner we did in 20, 1.6 and 1.11 , and exact sequence
0 ª Hom J , I A ª A1 B , A ª Hom I , A ª 0 .  .  . .0 R 0 R
and the second dimension formula of Proposition 1.7 follows easily.
1 .  .Moreover the surjective map A B, A ª Hom I, A above is simply0 R
the tangent map of the natural projection pr : Def ª GRADALG1 B ª A H
 .the latter functor is restricted to C in this proof , given by forgetting the
deformations of B. We claim that pr is formally smooth. Indeed since we1
have surjectivity on the tangent spaces, it suffices to prove that the natural
w  .xmap of obstruction spaces induced by pr is injective. As in 20, 1.9 one1
w xmay use the spectral sequence of 26, Sect. 2 associated to R ª B ª A
2 .and H R, B, B s 0 to see that the obstruction space of Def is0 B ª A
1 . 1 .the cokernel of the composition H R, B, B ª H R, B, A ª0 0
2 .H B, A, A of the natural restriction and connecting homomorphisms.0
2 .Since H R, B, y s 0, this cokernel is easily seen to be isomorphic to0
2 . w xH R, A, A 20, Proof of Theorem 4.2 , and the claim is proved.0
The fiber functor of pr : Def ª GRADALG is the functor given1 B ª A H
by deformations of R ª B ª A whose corresponding deformation of
w xR ª A is the trivial deformation 29, Lect. 13 . The tangent space of the
1  ..   ..fiber functor is obviously H R, B, I A ( Hom J, I A as one may0 0 R
w xformally see from some spectral sequence of 26, Sect. 2 . The first
dimension formula and the smoothness statement of Proposition 1.7 follow
therefore from Def ( Def and the smoothness of pr , and theB ª A B ª A9 1
proof is complete.
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 .Remark 1.8. i If dim A G 2, we see by the proof above that Proposi-
tion 1.7 is still true if we replace the Cohen]Macaulay assumption on A
by Serre's condition S for A and A9. This result is, however, not really2
new because we can, in this case, get a usually stronger result in terms of
p p sy1.. wthe Hilbert scheme Hilb s Hilb P directly from 20, Theorems 2.6
x p  .and 1.16 . If we want to replace Hilb by GradAlg H , to get exactly the
wsame conclusions as in Proposition 1.7, we further combine with 19,
x p  .Theorem 3.6 and Remark 3.7 which implies Hilb ( GradAlg H at
 .   ..  .R ª A under the condition `` Hom I, M A s 0'' where M A is the0 R
 .   ..deficiency module, M A s coker A ª G# O . Note that if weP r o j A.
w xassume the quoted condition of 19, Remark 3.7 , then the smoothness of
the projection pr : Def ª GRADALG follows from the proof of1 B ª A H
w xProposition 1.7, and the use of 20, Theorem 1.16 and its assumptions can
be avoided. Summing up we see that, in the case dim A G 2, the conclu-
sions of Proposition 1.7 hold provided we replace the Cohen]Macaulay
 .assumption on A by the assumptions ``Proj A is Cohen]Macaulay and
  ..equidimensional, depth A G 1 and Hom I, M A s Homm 0 R 0 R
  ..I9, M A9 s 0.''
 .ii Finally observe that Proposition 1.7 implies the liaison-invari-
2 .ance of the ``obstruction part of H R, A, A .'' More precisely, if we0
 2 ..  .  .define o H R, A, A by dim GradAlg H s dim Hom I, A y0 R ª A. 0 R
 2 ..o H R, A, A , cf. Theorem 1.4, then0
o H 2 R , A , A s o H 2 R , A9, A9 . .  . .  .0 0
The main smoothness Theorem 1.4 of this section can be understood as
 .follows: In the Artin codimension r case, we can endow PGor H with two
 .apparently different scheme structures, one PGor H using the minors of
 .de fcatalecticant matrices and another PGor H using the scheme structure
 .of GradAlg H . Since the tangent spaces of the two schemes are isomor-
phic, it follows that the two structures are smooth simultaneously, which
indeed is the main ingredient of Theorem 1.4. But we have more, and we
will briefly indicate why.
Remark 1.9. We expect the two schemes to be isomorphic, i.e.,
 .  .de f w xPGor H (P Gor H . Indeed consulting 17, Sect. 1A , one may see that
 . Ny1the scheme PGor H is the determinantal loci in the family P , N
e q s y 1s , of all forms in X , X , . . . , X of degree e, defined by requir- / 1 2 ss y 1
ing the corresponding family of Gorenstein algebras obtained by
w xMacaulayrMatlis duality, to have the Hilbert function H. By 29, Lect. 6 ,
a family of Artin algebras with fixed Hilbert function in each fiber is flat,
 .  .de fi.e., PGor H ª PGor H is a well-defined morphism by the universal
 .  .property of GradAlg H . Since it and its tangent map is bijective and
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 .since a relative Macaulay duality seems to define a section, we conclude
 .de fas required. Note that, even though the closures of PGor H and
 .  . Ny1 wPGor H in GradAlg H and P resp. are quite different 17, Remark
de fx 3.2B , there is a well-defined morphism PGor H ª PGor H on the .  .
w x.reduced schemes of their closures by 17, Sect. 6 which contain different
w xinteresting problems of study 17, Sect. 7 .
c ww xxNow we consider Artin R s k X , X , . . . , X -algebras A, not neces-1 2 s
sarily graded, with Hilbert function H . The Hilbert function of a non-A
graded algebra A is by definition
H y s H y , gr A s mdrmdq1 , .  .  . [A gr A.
dG0
where m is the maximal ideal of A. Different authors consider the scheme
 . n c.  . cZ H : Hilb R parametrizing possibly non-graded Artin R -quotients
 w xwith Hilbert function H cf. 4, 9, 16 and the proof of Theorem 1.1 for
.  .existence . We shall be interested in its open cf. Proposition 1.3 sub-
 .scheme ZGor H , with H symmetric, which parametrizes Gorenstein
quotients. In the Artin case it is well known that the property of ``letting
 .  .gr A vary in a flat family'' is equivalent to ``claiming H ¨ to be agr A.
 . w xconstant at each fiber for any, i.e., finitely many ¨ '' 29, Lect. 6 . It
 .follows therefore that the local deformation functor of ZGor H at a
 c .point R ª A , defined on the category of local Artin k-algebra with
residue field k, is given by
c <Z S s R ¸ A A and gr A are S-flat, .  .H S S S S
A m k s A and gr A m k s gr A , .  . 4S SS S
c c c  . where R s R m S, A s R rI , with I : m s X , X , . . . , X A mS S S S S 1 2 s Sk
.  .is this time not a maximal ideal unless S s k and gr A sS
[ mdrmdq1. The flatness assumptions on Rc ª A in the definitionS SdG 0
 .  w x.of Z S are essentially the normal flatness of Hironaka cf. 2 , aH
concept which is natural to consider also when we equisingularly deform,
w xsay, a normal surface singularity 33 . Noting that the prorepresenting
 .  .object of Z y is precisely the completion of the local ring of ZGor HH
 c .  w x w x.at R ª A cf. 31 or 25, Theorem 4.2.4 , we can prove
w xTHEOREM 1.10. Let R s k X , X , . . . , X ª A s RrI be a graded1 2 s
 .Gorenstein Artin quotient with Hilbert function H. Then Hom I, A s 0¨ R
2 .  .and H R, A, A s 0 for ¨ 4 0 and the dimension of ZGor H at¨
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 c .R ª A is bounded by
dim Hom I , A y dim H 2 R , A , A .  . ¨ ¨
¨G0 ¨G0
F dim c ZGor H F dim Hom I , A . .  .R yA. ¨
¨G0
 .  c .Moreo¨er ZGor H is smooth at R ª A if and only if the inequality to the
2 . right is an equality. In particular if H R, A, A s 0 for ¨ G 0 true in the¨
.  .  c .codimension 3 case , then ZGor H is smooth at R ª A and
 .  .cdim ZGor H s  dim Hom I, A .R ª A. ¨ G 0 ¨ R
1 .  . 2 .Proof. Note that H R, A, A ( Hom I, A and H R, A, A areR
supported at the irrelevant maximal ideal m of A. It follows that
i .H R, A, A s 0 for large ¨. Now if we can prove that the tangent, resp.¨
 .  .the obstruction space, of ZGor H , i.e., of Z y , isH
Hom I , A resp. H 2 R , A , A .  . ¨ R ¨
¨G0 ¨G0
the theorem follows easily from Laudal's description of the prorepresent-
w xing object 25, Theorem 4.2.4 and Remark 4.2.5; 19, Theorem 2.2 , see also
the proof of Theorem 1.4.
To see that the tangent space is as claimed, we have to identify the part
1 .  .of H R, A, A ( Hom I, A which corresponds to deformation A ofR kwe x
w x  2 .A to the dual numbers k e i.e., e s 0 whose associated algebra
 .gr A is also a deformation of A. If we take any deformation ofkwe x
c c  . w xR ª A ( R rI, where I s f , . . . , f and deg f F ??? F deg f , to k e1 t 1 t
 4  .using a ``tangent direction'' w g  Hom I, A , we get the defor-¨ ¨ G 0 ¨ R
cw x  X X. X  .mation R e rI9 given by I9 s f q e f , . . . , f q e f where f s  w f1 1 t t i ¨ i
 .  cw x . w xmod I and deg w f s deg f q ¨ . In this case, gr R e rI9 s R e r¨ i i
  .  ..  .f q ew f , . . . , f q ew f is the flat deformation of R ª A which1 0 1 t 0 t
corresponds to the ``tangent direction'' w cf. arguments later in this proof0
w x.or 2, Theorem 2.13 . If, however, we deform in a ``tangent direction''
 .  .  .w g Hom I, A where ¨ - 0 and say w f s 0, . . . , w f s 0 and¨ ¨ R ¨ 1 ¨ iy1
 .   .  ..w f / 0, then I9 s f , . . . , f , f q ew f , . . . , f q ew f . Taking¨ i 1 iy1 i ¨ i t ¨ t
 .  .the ideal of initial forms in I9 of I9 we see that in I9 has at least one
more generator in degree - deg f than I9 and I have. This shows thati
 cw x . w x  . w xgr R e rI9 s R e rin I9 is not flat over k e because if it were flat, we
could lift the minimal resolution in a degree-preserving way cf. the proof
.of Proposition 1.3 , a fact which contradicts the increase in the number of
minimal generators of degree - deg f above.i
Now to get the description of the obstruction space, let R ª A whichS S
c .corresponds to R ª A be a deformation of R ª A obtained by succes-S S
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sively deforming R ª A in ``the tangent directions'' given by T [A
 . w Hom I, A . Since the obstruction morphism is homogeneous 19,¨ G 0 ¨ R
xTheorem 2.3 , it follows that the obstructions of successively deforming
2 .R ª A in ``the tangent directions'' given by T , sit in  H R, A, A .A ¨ G 0 ¨
 .Moreover we claim that gr A is S-flat. To prove the claim, one mayS
 . w xcombine i below with 2, Theorem 2.13 and conclude quickly, but we
intend to give an elementary proof. Let p : R s R m S ª R be the mapS k
induced by S ª k. We will first prove
 .  .i A ( R rI where I s F , . . . , F , F s  F with FS S S S 1 t i ¨ G 0 i¨ i¨
 .  .homogeneous of degree deg F s deg f q ¨ , and p F s f and p Fi¨ i i0 i i¨
s 0 for ¨ ) 0.
 .  .ii For any homogeneous relation  H F s 0 over S i.e., H g Ri i0 i S
there exists a relation  G F s 0 over S such that G s  G wherei i i ¨ G 0 i¨
G is homogeneous of degree deg G s deg H q ¨ , and G s H .i¨ i¨ i i0 i
 .iii For any homogeneous relation  g f s 0 over k, there existi i
 .relations  H F s 0 and  G F s 0 as in ii which reduce to  g f s 0i i0 i i i i
 .  .via p , i.e., p G s g , p G s 0 for ¨ ) 0.i0 i i¨
 .Let S ª S9 inducing p 9: R ª R be a surjection of local ArtinS S9
k-algebras with residue fields k whose kernel is isomorphic to k as an
 .  .  .S y module. By induction it suffices to prove i , ii , and iii for S
 .provided they hold for S9. Note that i is true because we successively use
 .  .``the tangent directions'' from T , while ii and iii are easy to get usingA
the following two observations. Firstly, one knows that the flatness of AS
is equivalent to the existence of a relation  G F s 0 over S for anyi i
 .  .homogeneous relation  g f s 0 over k, such that p G s g and p Fi i i i i
s f . For short, any relation  g f s 0 over k lifts to a relation  G F s 0i i i i i
 [m [tover S Indeed, considering an appropriate sequence R ª R ¸ IS S S
whose composition is zero and whose corresponding sequence R[m ª R[t
 .¸ I mod ker S ª k is exact, one proves I m k ( I, i.e., that A isS SS
S-flat. If we only assume A is S9-flat, then the S-flatness of A isS9 S
similarly equivalent to the lifting of any relation  GX FX s 0 over S9 to ai i
.relation  G F s 0 over S. Secondly if we have a relation  G F s 0 overi i i i
X X  X.S reducing to  G F s 0 over S9 via p 9, and if we assume G resp. G toi i i i
 X Xbe a sum of homogeneous elements G s  G resp. G s  G si i¨ i i¨
X X .  . X G , i.e., G s 0 for ¨ - 0 where p 9 G s G , then we get¨ G 0 i¨ i¨ i¨ i¨
 GYF s  G F s 0 with GY s  G because the degree of eachi i i i i ¨ G 0 i¨
homogeneous term of GYF is strictly greater than the degree of eachi i
 Y . non-vanishing homogeneous term of G y G F recall G ? F s 0 fori i i i¨ im
 .  . .  .¨ - 0 and m ) 0 because ker S ª S9 ? ker S ª k s 0 . So iii holds. To
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 .get ii we take any homogeneous relation  H F s 0 over S reducing toi i0
 H XFX s 0 over S9. By induction there is a corresponding relation  GX FXi i0 i i
 .  .s 0 as in ii which by flatness lifts to  G F s 0 with G s 0 for ¨ - 0i i i¨
whose lowest degree term is  G F s 0. Letting this time GY s G q Hi0 i0 i i i
 . Yy G and using H y G ? F s 0 for m ) 0, we get  G F s 0 whosei0 i i0 im i i
 .term of the lowest possible degree is  H F s 0, i.e., ii holds.i i0
 .To prove the claim, we first observe that R r F , . . . , F is S-flatS 10 t0
 .because we can by iii lift any homogeneous relation  g f s 0 to somei i
 .relation  H F s 0 over S. Hence it is sufficient to see that in I si i0 S
 .  .  .F , . . . , F . Suppose in E f F , . . . , F for some E g I , E s10 t0 10 t0 S
 E F , and write E as a sum of homogeneous elements E s  Ei i i i ¨ G 0 i¨
 .with E / 0 and deg E s deg E q ¨. Let r s min deg E q deg Fi0 i¨ i0 i0 i0
w x  w x < 4  .for i g 1, t , and let J s j g 1, t deg E q deg F s r . Since in E fj0 j0
 .  .F , . . . , F , then  E F s 0, and now ii leads to a relation10 t0 jg J j0 j0
 EX F s 0 with EX s E for any j g J. It follows that we can write E asi i j0 j0
 X .  X.E s  E y E F where the terms of each E y E F of the lowesti i i i i i
possible degree are strictly greater than r. Repeating this argument we get
Y  Xa relation  E F s 0 where the lowest degree terms of each E y E yi i i i
Y .E F are strictly greater than r q 1, etc., Since the subtraction of thei i
 .relations above does not change E and hence in E , we get a contradic-
 .  .tion, i.e., in E g F , . . . , F , and the claim is proved.10 t0
Finally note that the claim implies the theorem. Indeed if we now only
assume that A is S9-flat with S ª S9 as above, then we see by the claimS9
that the obstruction of ``deforming R ª A to S'' and the obstruction ofS9 S9
``deforming the corresponding Rc ª A to S such that its associatedS9 S9
 .  . algebra gr A is a deformation of gr A to S0 coincide i.e., theS S9
obstruction vanish simultaneously which suffices to get Theorem 1.10 from
w x.the proof of 25, Theorem 4.2.4 . The proof is therefore complete.
 .Remark 1.11. i If A s RrI is Artin, but not Gorenstein, we see by
the proof above that the inequalities of Theorem 1.10 still hold provided
 .  .we replace dim ZGor H by dim Z H .
 .ii It is moreover interesting to compare the tangent and obstruc-
 . i . tion space of Z y ;  H R, A, A for i s 1 and 2 true alsoH ¨ G 0 ¨
.without the Artin claim on A , with the corresponding spaces of the
 . wequisingular functor ES y of Wahl. By 33, Corollary 3.8; 30, Theorem
x  .4.5 the tangent and obstruction space of ES y usually have an interpre-
i .  .tation as  H k, A, A for i s 1 and 2, provided Spec A is a normal¨ G 0 ¨
surface singularity.
 .iii The linkage results of Proposition 1.7, obviously modified, hold
 .   ..  .for Z H e.g., ZGor H and Z H9 and its corresponding tangent spaces
provided A is an Artin ring.
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 .2. THE DIMENSION OF PGor H
In this section we consider graded Gorenstein quotients of R s
w xk X , X , . . . , X of codimension r s 3 only. For these we compute the1 2 s
 .dimension of PGor H . Moreover we prove a conjecture of Geramita,
Pucci, and Shin in two different ways.
 . wTo find the dimension of PGor H we recall without proof 23, Proposi-
xtion 2.4
PROPOSITION 2.1. If R ª A s RrI is a graded Gorenstein quotient of
codimension 3, then
dim Hom I , A s dim Ext1 I , I s dim L2I . .  .  . eqsq¨¨ R ¨
 .Since I is syzygetic, i.e., the algebra homology H R, A, A s 0, we2
know that
0 ª L2I ª I m I ª I 2 ª 0 3 .
w xis exact 32 . Now since the dimension of I m I is easily found by
0 ª R ª [I n ª [I n ª I m I e q s ª 0, 4 .  .  .  .  .1 i 2 i
 2 . we remark that the problem of computing dim L I leading tot
 . .  2 .dim PGor H by Proposition 2.1 is equivalent to computing dim I . Wet
can find the latter using the Boffi]Sanchez]Kustin]Ulrich resolution of
2 w x w x  2 .I 3, 24 . In 23 , however, we computed dim L I in terms of thet
 4  .  .  .numbers n and d ¨ of 1 and 2 by using the following exact sequenceji
 .of Lebelt and Weyman involving the symmetric algebra square , cf.
w x27, 34 ,
0 ª F m F ª F m F [ S F ª F m F ª L2F ª L2I ª 0, 5 .  .1 2 0 2 2 1 0 1 0
 . wwhere 0 ª F s R ye y s ª F ª F ª I ª 0 is exact. This led to 23,2 1 0
xProof of Theorem 2.6
PROPOSITION 2.2. If R ª A s RrI is a graded Gorenstein quotient of
codimension 3, then
dim Hom I , A .¨ R
t
s dim A n q¨1 i
is1
t n q ¨ q s y 1 yn q ¨ q s y 11 i 1 iy y q d ¨ . s /  / /s y 1 s y 1is1
t t yn q ¨ q s y 11 is y g n q ¨ q q d ¨ . .  . I 1 i s /s y 1is1 is1
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Combining these propositions with the smoothness and the irreducibility
 .of PGor H , we get that its dimension is equal to the dimension of each of
its local rings, i.e., we have
w x  .THEOREM 2.3. Let R s k X , X , . . . , X , s G 3, and let R ª A ,1 2 s
 .A s RrI of codimension 3, be an arbitrary point of PGor H with minimal
 .resolution 1 and postulation g . ThenI
t t n q s y 11 idim PGor H s H n y q d 0 .  .  . A 1 i s /s y 1is1 is1
t
s y g n q d 0 . .  . I 1 i s
is1
 .If furthermore s s 3, i.e., if PGor H parametrizes graded Gorenstein Artin
quotients, we also ha¨e
t
e q 2dim PGor H s y 1 y g n y 3 q d y3 . .  .  . I 2 i 3 /2
is1
Proof. The first part is immediate from Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5
 .cf. Remark 1.6 , and Proposition 2.2. For the second part, we have by
 .Gorenstein duality and 3 ,
dim Hom I , A s dim IrI 2 s dim I y dim I m I q dim L2I . .  .  .  . . e e e0 R e
 .  .Invoking dim RrI s 1, the exact sequence 4 , and Propositions 2.1 ande
2.2 for ¨ s y3, we precisely get the second dimension formula.
 .COROLLARY 2.4 Conjecture of Geramita, Pucci, and Shin . Let R s
w x  .  .k X , X , X and let R ª RrI and R ª RrJ be two points of1 2 3
 . PGor H , i.e., with the same Hilbert function but not necessarily with the
.same graded Betti numbers . Then the following ¨alues of Hilbert functions are
equal
H 2 e s H 2 e . .  .R r I R r J
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.3 and its proof because the
 .  .  .tangent spaces of PGor H at R ª RrI and R ª RrJ have the same
dimension.
Geramita et al. have proved Corollary 2.4 in important cases and used it
 .to prove a theorem on the smoothness of PGor H , related to our
Corollary 1.5, in their cases. We go the other way around and get it as an
w xeasy corollary. However, due to the importance of Corollary 2.4 in 10 , we
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will now give an independent proof answering affirmatively another, more
w x.general conjecture appearing in 10 where we do not use Theorem 1.4
and Corollary 1.5 at all. Indeed using only Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we can
prove the following generalization of Corollary 2.4
w x  .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R s k X , X , . . . , X and let R ª RrI and1 2 s
 .  .R ª RrJ be two points of PGor H , i.e., two gi¨ en Gorenstein quotients of
R of codimension 3 with the same Hilbert function, but not necessarily the
same graded Betti numbers. Then, for e¨ery integer ¨ , we ha¨e
dim Hom I , RrI s dim Hom J , RrJ .  .¨ R ¨ R
and
H 2 ¨ s H 2 ¨ . .  .R r I R r J
Proof. Since I and J have the same postulation g s g s g , they haveI J
 .  .the ``same'' minimal resolution 1 i.e., the same graded Betti numbers ,
 .except possibly for a common direct factor [ R yp appearing in both Fi 0i
 .and F . Since the ranks of F and F in 1 are odd, it suffices to consider1 0 1
 .and use several times the following case where the degrees of the
generatorsrrelations of I are given by n G n G ??? G n , n F21 22 2 t 11
4n F ??? n and where the modules F and F of the minimal resolution12 1 t 0 1
 .  .  .1 of J have the factor R yq [ R yp , q G p, in addition to the
corresponding free modules of the resolution of I. We have e q s s n q1 i
n for any i, e q s s p q q, and the degrees of the generatorsrrelations2 i
of J are given by n G n G ??? G q G ??? G p G ??? G n , n F n21 22 2 t 11 12
4  .  .  .F ??? F p F ??? F q F ??? F n . Comparing d J, ¨ with d I, ¨ of 2 ,1 t
 .  .we see that every summand of d I, ¨ appears as summands in d J, ¨ , but
 .in addition, d J, ¨ has summands consisting of binomial coefficients of
the form
q y n q ¨ q s y 1 p y n q ¨ q s y 11 i 1 i, , /  /s y 1 s y 1
6 .
n y p q ¨ q s y 1 n y q q ¨ q s y 12 j 2 j, /  /s y 1 s y 1
and 4 corresponding binomials with the opposite sign on q y n , p y n ,1 i 1 i
n y p, and n y q, respectively. Since n y p s q y n and since the2 j 2 j 2 j 1 j
 .number of summands of the form 6 is such that the sum of the i's and
 .the corresponding j's in 6 is t, we see easily that the sum of all these
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binomial coefficients is
t
dim R q dim R y dim R y dim R . qyn q¨ pyn q¨ yqqn q¨ ypqn q¨1 i 1 i 1 i 1 i
is1
 .  .  .  .which, thanks to 1 , is equal to dim I y dim F q dim I yqq¨ 2 qq¨ pq¨
 .  .dim F where F s R ye y s , i.e.,2 pq¨ 2
d J , ¨ s d I , ¨ q g q q ¨ q g p q ¨ y dim F .  .  .  .  . qq¨2
y dim F . . pq¨2
Combining with Proposition 2.2, we get the desired equality of the Hom-
 .groups for any ¨ and s . Finally if I and J are as in the first part of the
 .proof, we have by 4 that
dim I m I s dim J m J .  .¨ ¨
for any ¨ because the minimal resolutions of J and I are the ``same''
except for repeated factors which appear in both F and F . Hence we get0 1
the equality of the Hilbert functions of RrI 2 and RrJ 2 by Proposition 2.1
 .and 3 , and we are done.
It is clear from the arguments in the proof above that the Hilbert
2  .function of RrI and hence the dimension of PGor H depends only on
  4  .  ..the jump index i.e., on e where e s H j y 1 y H j of the Hilbertj j
 .function H of RrI. One may think that a formula of dim PGor H in
terms of the e 's might look somewhat simpler than our formulas inj
 w x.Theorem 2.3, as we know it does in the codimension 2 case cf. 16 . We
have, however, not investigated this idea further.
 .EXAMPLE 2.6. To illustrate, let us compute dim PGor H in the case of
Gorenstein Artin quotients with Hilbert function H s 1, 3, 6, 10,
.13, 13, 10, 6, 3, 1 and socle degree e s 9. Easy computation show two
minimal generators of I in degree 4, two in degree 5, and at least one in
w xdegree 6. By Diesel's deformation theorem 7 , there exists an algebra RrI
with precisely 5 minimal generators fitting nicely with Proposition 2.5,
telling that an even number of common free factors in F and F do not0 1
.effect the dimension formulas of Theorem 2.3 , i.e.,
[2 [20 ª R y12 ª [R y8 [ R y7 [ R y6 .  .  .  .
[2 [2ª R y6 [ R y5 [ R y4 ª I ª 0 7 .  .  .  .
 . 6 . 5 . 4 . 3 .  . 3 . 2 .giving d 0 s q 4 q 3 q 2 s 79 and d y3 s q 4 s 7.3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2
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The first formula of Theorem 2.3 leads to
6 7 8dim PGor H s 62 y 2 y 2 y q 79 s 41 .  /  /  /2 2 2
while the second formula gives
11 7 6 5dim PGor H s y 1 q 62 y 2 y 2 y q 7 s 41 .  /  /  /  /2 2 2 2
w xconfirming some computations of 17 .
 .3. ON THE CODIMENSION OF PGor H
 .  .In this section we compute the codimension of PGor H in ZGor H :
n c.  p sy1. .Hilb R for s s 3 resp. in Hilb P for s G 4 , cf. Remark 1.6. For
 .s s 3, this is of course equivalent to computing the dimension of ZGor H .
 .For s s 4, PGor H is contained in a unique irreducible component of
p 3.   . .Hilb P which we know has dimension 3n n s p ¨ for any ¨ by Hans
w xKleppe's smoothing result 18 . Hence one version of the codimension
w xfollows from Theorem 2.3 and the results of 18 . From this viewpoint the
proposition below just gives another formula of the codimension which we
still feel is worth proving due to the insight we achieve.
More specifically, we consider the inclusions
PGor H : GradAlg H : Hilb p P sy1 .  .  .
 .  .for s G 4. On the tangent space level at X s Proj RrI s Proj A , they
correspond to
T ( Hom I , A ¨ H 0 N . .  .P G or , A 0 R X
 . 0  ..We will identify the cokernel. For s ) 4 we have Hom I, A ( H N ¨ ,¨ X
and for s s 4 we claim there is an exact sequence
k0 20 ª Hom I , A ª H N ¨ ª IrI ª 0. 8 .  .  . .  .¨ R X ey¨
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w xIndeed by 23, Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 , we have the two exact
sequences below, fitting into a commutative diagram
t t
2 .  .0 ª Hom I, A ª A ª A ª IrI ª 0[ [¨ R n q¨ n q¨ eq4q¨1i 2 i
is1 is1
6 6 6 6
w w1 2
k
0 0 0 00 ª H N ¨ ª[H O n q ¨ ª[H O n q ¨ ªH N y¨ y 4 ª 0 .  .  .  . .  .  .  .X X 1 i X 2 i X
 .9
 .The corresponding diagram for s ) 4 gives immediately Hom I, A (¨
0  ..H N ¨ because, in that case, w are isomorphisms for i s 1 and 2. IfX i
k 0  ..s s 4, however, we remark that A [ A ( H O ¨ and n q n s¨ ey¨ X 1 i 2 i
e q 4 lead to
t t
k kcoker w ( A ( A ,[ [1 eyn y¨ n y¨y41 i 2 i
is1 is1
i.e., we have that coker w k ª coker w k and [A ª [A2 1 n y¨y4 n y¨y41 i 2 i
 .coincide. Since the kernel and cokernel of the latter are given by 9 , we
get that
k k20 ª IrI ª coker w ª coker w ª Hom I , A ª 0 . . 1 2 y¨y4 Rey¨
is exact and the claim follows easily. This implies
w xPROPOSITION 3.1. Let A s RrI, R s k X , X , X , X , be any graded1 2 3 4
 .Gorenstein quotient of codimension 3 with minimal resolution 1 and postu-
 . 3lation g and let X s Proj A be the corresponding subscheme in P of lengthI
 0  .. .n i.e., dim H O ¨ s n for any ¨ . ThenX
dim Hom I , A q dim IrI 2 s dim H 0 N ¨ s 3n .  . . .¨ R Xey¨
for any integer ¨ .
In particular
t
e q 3dim PGor H s 4n y y 1 q g n y 4 y d y4 . .  .  . I 2 i 4 /3
is1
w xProof. By 18 , X is smoothable, and since any such X is unobstructed
2 .;  3. 0 .by H R, A, A s 0 we get dim Hilb P s 3n and dim H N s 3nX X
 .and the first part of Proposition 3.1 follows therefore from 8 .
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 .To see the formula for dim PGor H we combine the proven part with
 .9 to get
t
dim Hom I , A q dim Hom I , A q dim A .  . ¨ R y¨y4 R n y¨y42 i
is1
t
y dim A s 3n. 10 . n y¨y41 i
is1
 .Using 10 for ¨ s 0 and Proposition 2.2 for ¨ s y4 we see that
t tn y 11 idim PGor H s 3n y d y4 q y dim A . .  .  4 n y42 i /3is1 is1
¨ q 3  .Therefore since dim A s y g ¨ , it remains to prove /¨ I3
t tn y 1 n y 1 e q 32 i 1 iy s y n q 1.   / /  / 33 3is1 is1
e q 3This, however, follows at once from dim I s y dim A and from /e e3
the exact sequence
0 ª R y4 ª [R n y 4 ª [R n y 4 ª I e ª 0 .  .  .  .1 i 2 i
and we are done.
Remark 3.2. One may now, for every ¨ such that ymin n y 4 - ¨ -1 i
min n , easily prove1 i
t n q ¨ q 3 n y ¨ y 11 i 1 id ¨ q d y¨ y 4 s q q 3 y t n. .  .  .4 4  /  / /3 3is1
0  ..Indeed since dim A q dim A s dim H O ¨ s n, we see that¨ ey¨ X
t t t
dim A s tn y dim A s tn y dim A .  n y¨y4 eyn q¨q4 n q¨2 i 2 i 1 i
is1 is1 is1
 .Inserting this expression and the formulas of Proposition 2.2 into 10 , we
conclude easily.
 .EXAMPLE 3.3. Let us compute dim PGor H in the case of Gorenstein
w xcodimension 3 quotients RrI9 of R s k X , X , X , X with minimal1 2 3 4
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resolution
[2 [20 ª R y12 ª [R y8 [ R y7 [ R y6 .  .  .  .
[2 [2ª R y6 [ R y5 [ R y4 ª I9 ª 0, .  .  .
 .i.e., in the case H s 1, 4, 10, 20, 33, 46, 56, 62, 65, 66, 66, . . . . Compare this
example with Example 2.6, but remark that R has one more variable!
 .Recall also that dim PGor H depends only on H and not of the choice of
 . 7. 6.the graded Betti numbers by Proposition 2.5. We get d 0 s q 4 q4 3 3
5. 4.  . 3.3 q 2 s 153 and d y4 s s 1. The formula of Theorem 2.33 3 4 3
leads to
7 8 9dim PGor H s 214 y 2 y 2 y q 153 s 101 .  /  /  /3 3 3
while the final formula of Proposition 3.1 with n s 66 and e s 8 gives
 . 11.dim PGor H s 264 y y 1 q 4 y 1 s 101 as well.3
RemarkrNotation 3.4. In our final theorem it is natural to consider
w x w xminimal resolutions of ideals I and I9 in R s k X , X , X and in R X ,1 2 3 4
respectively, having the same graded Betti numbers as they had in
.Examples 2.6 and 3.3 . Note that, in this situation, Proposition 2.2 implies
 w x .  .that dim Hom I9, R X rI9 s  dim Hom I, RrI . Therefore bym 4 ¨ F m ¨
Proposition 3.1, we get
`
dim Hom I , RrI s 3n. . ¨ R
¨sy`
w xTHEOREM 3.5. Let R s k X , X , X ª A s RrI be a graded Goren-1 2 3
 .stein Artin quotient with Hilbert function H and minimal resolution 1 , and
 .  .let ZGor H be the scheme which parametrizes possibly non-graded Goren-
c ww xxstein Artin quotients of R s k X , X , X with Hilbert function H. Then1 2 3
 .  c .the dimension of ZGor H at R ª A is gi¨ en by
t
cdim ZGor H s 3n q g n y 1 y d y1 .  .  .R ª A. I9 1 i 4
is1
t
e q 3s y n y g n y 3 q d y3 , .  . I9 2 i 4 /3
is1
w xwhere I9 is an ideal in R X ha¨ing the same graded Betti numbers as I.4
Moreo¨er if RrJ is another graded Gorenstein quotient with Hilbert function
 .  .c cH, then dim ZGor H s dim ZGor H .R ª A. R ª R r J .
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Proof. By Theorem 1.10, Remark 3.4, and Proposition 2.2, we get
dim c ZGor H s 3n y dim Hom I , A .  .R ª A. ¨ R
¨Fy1
t
s 3n q g n y 1 y d y1 . .  . I9 1 i 4
is1
Moreover looking once more to the proof of Theorem 2.3 we find, for
every ¨ G 0, that
t
e y ¨ q 2dim Hom I , A s y dim A y g n y ¨ y 3 .  .¨ ey¨ I 2 i /2
is1
q d y¨ y 3 , .3
i.e., we get the second formula of Theorem 3.5 by taking  to both¨ G 0
 .  .sides and recalling  d ¨ s d y3 , etc. Finally invoking Proposi-¨ Fy 3 3 4
 .tion 2.5, we see that Theorem 1.10 implies that ZGor H has the same
 c .  c .dimension at R ª A and R ª RrJ , and we are done.
 .Remark 3.6. i It is interesting to compare the dimension formulas of
Theorem 2.3 and 3.5 with those obtained by Iarrobino for compressed
w x  .  .Gorenstein algebras 15 . Since both the terms d y3 and g n y 32 i
w xare zero in the compressed case 15, Proposition 4.1B , we see that our
w x  .  .formulas generalize those of 15 ; in particular d y3 y g n y 32 i
w xserves as a correction term to the formulas of 15 for A noncompressed.
 .   .ii Using Theorem 3.5 we get a simple criterion i.e., dim ZGor H
 ..) 2 n y 1 for a graded Gorenstein Artin quotient RrI to be non-
w xalignable 9 . The non-alignability implies in particular that the Hilbert
n c. w xschemes Hilb R are reducible 14 . We illustrate this observation by
giving an example of a non-alignable graded Gorenstein algebra which is
 wneither a complete intersection, nor compressed cf. 13, Sect. III; 15,
xExample 4.5 for non-alignable complete intersectionsrcompressed Goren-
.stein algebras .
EXAMPLE 3.7. Now we review Example 2.6, to compute the dimension
 . cof ZGor H at any Gorenstein Artin quotient R ª A s RrI with Hilbert
 .function H s 1, 3, 6, 10, 13, 13, 10, 6, 3, 1 and socle degree e s 9. We re-
 .cmark that dim ZGor H depends on H only and not on the gradedR ª A.
Betti numbers. We can therefore suppose the ideal I9 of Theorem 3.5 is
 . 6.the same as the I9 considered in Example 3.3 and we get d y1 s q4 3
5. 4. 3.  . 4. 3.  .4 q 3 q 2 s 74 and d y3 s q 4 s 8. Since g 4 s 2 and3 3 3 4 3 3 I9
 .  .cg 5 s 10, both formulas of Theorem 3.5 lead to dim ZGor H sI9 R ª A.
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Recalling n s S h s 66, we see that this dimension is greater thati i
 .2 n y 1 , which is the dimension of the ``nice'' component V of the
n c.punctual Hilbert scheme Hilb R containing quotients which are isomor-
w x  n. w xphic to k X r X , cf. 14, 9 . We can therefore not deform the algebra
w x  n.RrI to k X r X , i.e., the algebra RrI is by definition not alignable and
n c.it belongs to a component of Hilb R different from V.
It is an open question whether every Gorenstein quotient of Rc is
 .deformable to a complete intersection quotient possibly non-graded of
w xthe same length or not 13, Sect. IV . Theorem 3.5 implies the existence of
n c.many components of Hilb R whose general quotient might be a coun-
terexample, but we have not yet found any. We can, however, easily prove
the existence of components W for which its general quotient Rc ª A is
 .Gorenstein and its associated algebra gr A is not a complete intersection
 c c  .for the component V of alignable R -quotients, both R ª A and gr A
 ..are complete intersections of type 1, 1, n . Take for instance H s
 .1, 3, 6, 10, 13, 10, 6, 3, 1 where n s S h s 53 is a prime number, andi i
 .  .ccalculate dim ZGor H as in Example 3.7. We get dim ZGor H sR ª A.
 .109 ) 2 n y 1 , i.e., there exists a component W with general quotient
c  .R ª A such that W / V. If gr A is a complete intersection of type
 .  .  .a, b, c , then abc s 53, i.e., we can suppose a, b, c s 1, 1, 53 , and we
have a contradiction.
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